I. Choose the correct answer.

1. The French Revolution took place in the year __________
   a. 1749       b. 1759       c. 1779       d. 1789

2. “States General” was the Parliament of _______
   a. England       b. France       c. Russia       d. Italy

3. “Social Contract” was written by _______

4. During the French Revolution the king of France was _______
   a. Louis XIII       b. Louis XIV       c. Louis XV       d. Louis XIV

5. The _______ was the symbol of “Royal Despotism” in France.

6. The “Reign of Terror” came to an end in _______
   a. 1790       b. 1791       c. 1792       d. 1794

7. _______ was called the “Child of the French Revolution”.

8. The Principles Liberty, Equality and Fraternity were the outcome of _______
   a. Industrial Revolution       b. American war of Independence
   c. French Revolution       d. Renaissance
9. “Divine Right Theory of Kingships” was supported by the ________
   a. nobles   b. common people   c. industrialists   d. church

10. The “States General” was not convened since ________
    a. 1600   b. 1615   c. 1614   d. 1620

11. The ______ were exempted from many taxes and compulsory labour.
    a. women   b. kings   c. rich people   d. nobility

12. One third of lands in France were held by ______
    a. farmers   b. nobles   c. kings   d. clergy

13. In France, the expensive wars led to ______
    a. moral degradation   b. anarchy   c. financial crisis   d. chaos

14. The French Revolution was inspired by eminent ______
    a. artists   b. singers   c. philosophers   d. educationists

15. King Fredrick of Prussia honoured ______

16. Montesquieu held ______ responsible for the miseries of people.
    a. absolutism   b. socialism   c. capitalism   d. communalism

17. A group of thinkers called ________ suggested economic remedies to France.
    a. physiocrats   b. philosophers   c. nobles   d. lawyers

18. Paris Commune was the government established by the ______
    a. revolutionaries   b. nobles
19. Bill of Rights was passed by the British Parliament in _______ A.D
   a. 1500  b. 1600  c. 1689  d. 1679

20. The new Constitution for France was drafted in _______
   a. 1789  b. 1790  c. 1791  d. 1792

21. The Reign of Terror came to an end with the execution of _______
   a. the King  b. Robespierre  c. Danton  d. Marie Antoinette

22. Napoleon Bonaparte belonged to _______
   a. Corsica  b. Sicily  c. Naples  d. Italy

23. After the French revolution, the education system was built on _______ foundations.
   a. secular  b. scientific  c. linguistic  d. research

II. Match the following.

1. 
   1. The spirit of laws  a. Sep. 1792- July 1794
   2. Second Estate  b. Voltaire
   3. Third Estate  c. Waterloo
   4. Reign of Terror  d. Rousseau
   5. Directory  e. Montesquieu
   6. Napoleon Bonaparte  f. Nobles  g. Commoners
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h. 1795-1799

Ans: 1-e,2-f,3-g,4-a,5-h,6-c

2.

1. Absolute monarchy \hspace{1cm} a. Exorbitant taxes
2. States General \hspace{1cm} b. Absolute power
3. Peasants \hspace{1cm} c. Emptied the French Treasury
4. The Catholic Church \hspace{1cm} d. Derby Louis XVI
5. The Seven Years war \hspace{1cm} e. Divine Right theory
f. Marie Antoinette
g. Tricameral body

Ans: 1-e,2-g,3-a,4-b,5-c

3.

1. Social contract \hspace{1cm} a. American war of Independence
2. Physiocrats \hspace{1cm} b. The spirit of Laws
3. Drought and famine \hspace{1cm} c. Nobles
4. French Volunteers \hspace{1cm} d. Bible of the Revolution
5. National Assembly \hspace{1cm} e. Bread riots
f. economic remedies
g. Third estate

Ans: 1-d,2-f,3-e,4-a,5-g

4.
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1. Tennis Court Oath a. Day of Liberty
2. Storming of Bastille b. September 1752
3. New Constitution of 1791 c. Danton
4. The National Convention d. Execution of Robespierre
5. End of Reign of Terror e. To limit the power of King

f. Republic

g. Nationalisation of the Church property

Ans: 1-e, 2-a, 3-g, 4-b, 5-d

2. Cultural Heritage of Tamil Nadu

I. Choose the correct answer.

1. Tamil language has a continuous history of at least _______ years.
   a. 3500      b. 2500    c. 1500    d. 400

2. The Kalabhras were replaced by the _______ at kanchi in north Tamil Nadu.

3. The Pallava inscription at _____ refers to a great musician Rudracharya.
   a. Kudimian malai b. Utheramerur
   c. Mamandur      d. Mahendravadi

4. The Pallavas gave importance to ______
   a. Tamil        b. Telugu      c. Sanskrit     d. Malayalam

5. _______ describes the social conditions of the Sangam Tamils.
6. In the Pre-Vedic India a Dravidian Civilization flourished with its nucleus in ______
   a. Brahma Vastha       b. Arya Vastha
   c. Indus Valley        d. Ganga delta

7. The oldest of the Dravidian languages of ________India is Tamil.
   a. South               b. North           c. East               d. West

8. Mamulanar was a ______
   a. Sangam poet         b. Sanskrit poet
   c. Pre-vedic poet      d. Modern period poet

9. Veliars were the petty chieftains ruling over, ________
   a. plains              b. mountains        c. desert region      d. hilly tracts

10. Nedunchezhian was one of the prominent monarchs of _________
    a. vedic age           b. sangam age       c. pre-historic age    d. modern age

11. The ________ uprooted the Tamil kingdoms in the second phase.

12. The Jain monk Vajranandhi established a Dravida Sangha at ______

13. The most popular Kalabhrs ruler Achyuta Vikrantha ruled from ________
    a. Thanjavur          b. Madurai          c. Uraiyyur           d. Thiruchi

14. In North Tamil Nadu, the Kalabhrs were replaced by ________

15. The Kalabhrs were replaced by the ________ in South Tamil Nadu.
16. Mahendravarman I was a _______ ruler.
   a. Kalabhra  b. Pandya  c. **Pallava**  d. Chola

17. Expeditions were sent to Bengal and Kadaram by

18. Hoysalas belonged to ______

19. Karikala used his ______ to attack Sinhalese.
   a. navy  b. army  c. cavalry  d. infantry

20. The term Anthanar referred to ______
    a. wisemen  b. salt merchants  c. potters  d. dancers

21. Kavyadarsam was written in ______
    a. Tamil  b. Pali  c. Prakriti  d. **Sanskrit**

22. Bhakti movement gained momentum during the ______ period.
    a. Kalabhra  b. Chera  c. Chola  d. **Pallava**

23. Yaazh was a _______ instrument.
    a. string  b. wind  c. drum  d. wooden

24. Monolithic Rathas at Mahabalipuram were contributed by the ______
    a. Cheras  b. Cholas  c. **Pallavas**  d. Pandyas

25. In the Sangam Period ______ were both astrologers and astronomers.
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26. The Cholas had trade contract with ______
   a. China  b. Russia  c. Burma  d. Thailand

27. In the Sangam age the village administration was carried on by an assembly of ______
   a. women  b. elders  c. rich people  d. educated

28. The heir apparent was otherwise known as ______

29. The Golden age of the Mahasabhas was the _______ period.

30. Sangam Tamils stressed more on ______
   a. rituals  b. faith  c. caste  d. ethical conduct

31. Nannul was a ______
   a. secular work  b. grammar book  c. devotional book  d. minor epic

32. Elavenil refers to one of the ______
   a. seasons  b. arts  c. music  d. dances

II. Match the following

1. 
   1. Pattinam  a. drama
   2. Panar  b. musician
   3. Koothu  c. coastal region
   4. Viraliar  d. Forest region
5. Mullai  e. hilly region
    f. dance
    g. plains

Ans: 1-c,2-b,3-a,4-f,5-d

2.
1. Mamulanar a. Chola Emperor
2. Paari  b. Jain monk
3. Karikala c. Kudhirai hills
4. Vajranandhi d. River valleys
5. Dravida Sanga e. Sangam poet
    f. Madurai
    g. Parambu hills

Ans: 1-e,2-g,3-a,4-b,5-f

3.
1. Simha Vishnu a. Kanchi
2. Pallavas  b. Madurai
3. The Cholas c. Dwarsamudra
4. Pandyas  d. Kerala
5. Hoysalas e. Uraiyur
    f. Pallava ruler
    g. ardent Saivites
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Ans: 1-f,2-a,3-g,4-b,5-c

4.

1. King’s Court  a. Ilango
2. Heir apparent  b. Market towns
3. Junior Prince  c. Avai
4. Nagarams  d. Coastal Towns
5. Perurs  e. Villages
   f. Komahan
   g. Large towns

Ans: 1-c,2-f,3-a,4-b,5-g

5.

1. Arasar  a. Agriculturists
2. Vanikar  b. Bards
3. Vellalar  c. Washermen
4. Kuyavar  d. Prince
5. Panar  e. Salt Merchants
   f. Potters
   g. Traders

Ans: 1-d,2-g,3-a,4-f,5-b

6.

1. Tolkappiam  a. The Chola grants
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2. Thevaram b. Sanskrit literature
3. Pulavara Mutrool c. Tax free land grants
4. Kiratarjuniam d. Grammar work
5. Bhatta Vritti e. Epics
f. Secular literature
g. Bhakti literature

Ans: 1-d,2-g,3-a,4-b,5-c

7.  
1. Herostones a. Bhakti Movement
2. Alwars b. The best paintings
3. Pann c. Sculpture
4. The Sittannavasal paintings d. Sangam age
5. Elavenil e. Medicine
f. Season
g. Music

Ans: 1-d,2-a,3-g,4-b,5-f

GEOGRAPHY

1. Tamil Nadu- Trade

I. Choose the correct answer.

1. Primitive method of trade was known as _____ system.

a. value  b. barter  c. traditional  d. Money
2. _______ decides the economic growth of a country.
   a. Export   b. Import   c. Trade   d. Transport

3. In Tamil Nadu domestic trade is effectively handled between _____
   a. States   b. Districts   c. Countries   d. Cities

4. _______ district exports crackers.

5. Barter system of trade used _______ as medium of exchange.
   a. gold   b. silver   c. goods   d. currency

6. Bilateral trade means trade between _______ countries.
   a. multi   b. two   c. three   d. ten

7. There are about _______ market committees in Tamil Nadu.
   a. 18   b. 21   c. 20   d. 19

8. First Uzhavar Sandhai was started at _______

9. There are about _______ Agricultural Produce Marketing Centers in Tamil Nadu.
   a. 250   b. 350   c. 303   d. 319

10. Uzhavar Sandhai _______ the farmers.
    a. helps   b. controls   c. troubles   d. discourages

11. Roadways and railways play an important role in the _______ trade.
    a. internal   b. external   c. foreign   d. agricultural

12. TANSILK Co-operative body has its headquarters at _______
II. Match the following

1. Exports  
   a. Kancheepuram
2. Imports  
   b. Thuthukudi
3. Tidel Park  
   c. Market Centres
4. Tansilk  
   d. Madurai
5. First Uzhavar Sandhai  
   e. Chennai
   f. Machinery
   g. Software

Ans: 1-g, 2-f, 3-e, 4-a, 5-d

2. Chemicals  
   a. Imports
2. Cultured pearls  
   b. 1999
3. Uzhavar sandhai  
   c. SIPCOT
4. Market complexes  
   d. Exports
5. Industrial Complex  
   e. Coimbatore
   f. Storage facility of Export

Ans: 1-d, 2-a, 3-b, 4-f, 5-c

2. Tamil Nadu – Population

I. Choose the correct answer.
1. ______ has the highest percent of literates in the state.

2. The district which has the lowest density of population is ______

3. Population in Tamil Nadu has ______ over a period of 60 years from 1951 to 2011.
   a. increased   b. doubled           c. decreased     d. no change

4. Mountainous regions with steep slopes and forest covers support ______ population.
   a. medium      b. more              c. small         d. very low

5. Tamil Nadu has________ of the total national population of India.
   a. 5.96%       b. 7.01%             c. 6.4%          d. 3.08%

6. Chennai possesses the largest share of ______ of the total population of Tamil Nadu.
   a. 7.80%       b. 6.96%             c. 9.00%         d. 5.29%

7. The least population is found in ______

8. The least literacy rate is found in ______

9. In Tamil Nadu, the SHGs were started in ______

10. Tamil Nadu ranks ______ in witnessing economic well being of the people involved in SHGs.
    a. First       b. Second            c. Third         d. Fourth
11. Demography means the study about ______

12. Tamil Nadu has a sex ratio of _______ women for 1000 men.
   a. 987  b. 1002  c. 988  d. 960

13. The highest sex ratio is in ______ district.

14. The least sex ratio is in _______ district.

15. Thoothukkudi has ______ literates.
   a. 100%  b. 90%  c. 80%  d. 25%

II. Match the following.

1.
1. The annual growth rate  a. 44%
2. Rural population  b. 56%
3. Literacy percentage in Tamil Nadu  c. 1.1%
4. Hindus  d. 73.5%
5. Urban population  e. 88%
   f. 10%
   g. 25%

Ans: 1-c,2-b,3-d,4-e,5-a

2.
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1. Census of India  
   a. Chennai

2. Medium Density of Population  
   b. Nilgiris

3. High Density of Population  
   c. 27.7%

4. Low Density of Population  
   d. Central Government Organization

5. Primary Sector  
   e. Erode

   f. 30.8%

   g. 41.5%

Ans: 1-d, 2-e, 3-a, 4-b, 5-g

3. Environmental Issues

I. Choose the correct answer.

1. The surroundings in which organisms live and interact is called _______
   
   a. Environment  
   b. Ecosystem  
   c. Lithosphere  
   d. Biosphere

2. The process of clearing the forests by human is called as _______
   
   a. Afforestation  
   b. Deforestation  
   c. Cultivation  
   d. Attrition

3. The process by which an ecosystem species become extinct is known as _______
   
   a. Loss of biodiversity  
   b. Deforestation  
   c. Acid rain  
   d. Bio-diversity

4. The excessive use of artificial fertilizers greatly reduces the quality of _______
   
   a. Air  
   b. Soil  
   c. River  
   d. Sea

5. Ecological imbalance is caused by man due to his intervention with _______
   
   a. animals  
   b. ocean  
   c. surroundings  
   d. nature
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6. The second highest urbanized state in India is ______

7. Due to urbanisation land value ____
   a. increases      b. decreases      c. remains constant      d. becomes very low

8. One of the urbanized places in Tamil Nadu is _____
   a. Sivakasi       b. Mudumalai       c. Sriperumbudur       d. Palani

9. Increase in traffic and traffic congestion cause______
   a. water pollution       b. environmental pollution
   c. land pollution       d. air pollution

10. Deforestation directly exerts an impact on ______ or Destruction of forests directly affects.
    a. agriculture       b. living standard       c. industry       d. tourism

11. The environmental balance is maintained by ______
    a. rainfall       b. wind       c. sunlight       d. trees

12. Landslides occur in ______

13. Sea level rises due to ____
    a. global warming       b. loss of bio-diversity
    c. deforestation       d. pollution

14. Global warming is not the cause for _____
    a. sea level rise       b. coral reef bleach
15. In Tamil Nadu, air pollution is ______
   a. heavy         b. moderate       c. mild         d. nil

16. Acid rain is caused due to ______
   a. air pollution  b. water pollution
c. noise pollution d. soil pollution

17. Oil spill results in ______ of sea organisms.
   a. growth        b. development   c. death       d. increase

18. Anxiety and stress are caused due to ______
   a. noise pollution b. air pollution
c. water pollution d. global warming

19. To check vehicular emission one monitoring station has been set up at ______

20. Ozone Day is celebrated on ______
   a. 16th Sep.     b. 15th Oct.     c. 10th Nov.    d. 4th Jan.

II. Match the following

1. Global warming a. pesticides
2. Deforestation  b. air pollution
3. Automobile     c. unauthorized encroachment
4. Water pollution d. CO₂
5. Urbanisation
   e. coastal flooding
   f. H₂O
   g. congestion

Ans: 1-e, 2-d, 3-b, 4-a, 5-c

2.

1. Urbanisation
   a. Soil erosion

2. Loss of green cover
   b. Living organisms

3. Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board
   c. Human encroachment

4. Bio-diversity
   d. Basic need

5. Pitchavaram
   e. Sriperumbudur
   f. Fuel collection
   g. 3000 shelter units

Ans: 1-e, 2-a, 3-g, 4-b, 5-c

3.

1. Green house gas
   a. Noise pollution

2. Coral reef bleaching
   b. Water pollution

3. Vehicular growth
   c. Pollutant

4. Jaundice & Cholera
   d. Methane

5. Mental disorder
   e. Air pollution
   f. Smog
   g. Global warming
More Book Back Questions Check here - https://goo.gl/rSCNT8

Ans: 1-d, 2-g, 3-e, 4-b, 5-a

4. Conservation of Resources and Sustainable Development

I. Choose the correct answer.

1. In Tamil Nadu soil erosion by ______ is very common in Kambam valley.
   a. wind  b. river  c. glacier  d. wave

2. For constant supply of forest products in a region at least ______ of the area should be under forest.
   a. three-fourths  b. two-thirds  c. one-third  d. one-fifth

3. Seasonal shearing of fur of animal in captivity is ______
   a. conservation  b. preservation  c. protection  d. destruction

4. Protecting animals in their habitat is in ______
   a. Preservation  b. Sanctuary  c. Park  d. Zoo
5. Garganey, Teals and Shovallers are _______ birds.
   a. Migratory   b. native   c. captivity   d. domestic

   a. animals   b. food products   c. birds   d. resources

7. Protecting the resources without using it for a longer duration is called _______
   a. protection   b. preservation   c. conservation   d. utilisation

8. The soil research station helps__________

9. Delimiting an area for biosphere reserve is _______

10. Tamil Nadu has _______ of its land area under forest cover.
    a. 10%   b. 15%   c. 17%   d. 20%

11. Community forest schemes bring the available ______ lands under its control.
    a. agricultural   b. fertile   c. cultivable   d. vacant

12. Chitrangudi Bird Sanctuary is located at _______
    a. Ramanathapuram   b. Salem
    c. Theni   d. Thirunelveli

13. In Erode didtrict, we find_______
    a. Guindly National Park   b. Vellode Bird Sanctuary
    c. Mudumalai National Park   d. Vaduvoor Bird Sanctuary

14. Grizzled Squirrel Wildlife Sanctuary is located in _______
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a. Ramanathapuram district  b. Kanyakumari district

c. Virudhunagar district  d. Coimbatore district

15. MPDA is established at ________


16. MPCA is established at ________


II. Match the following

1.

1. Gulf of Mannar   a. Tiger reserve
2. Point Calimere   b. Elephant reserve
3. Agastiyamalai   c. Marine sanctuary
4. Mudumalai   d. Bird sanctuary
5. Mundanthurai   e. Biosphere reserve
   f. Reserve forest
   g. Squirrel sanctuary

Ans: 1-c, 2-d, 3-e, 4-b, 5-a

2.

1. TNAU   a. Kolli Hills
2. MPCA   b. Tiger
3. MPDA   c. Nilgiris
4. Biosphere   d. Elephant
5. Shovallers e. Hosur
f. Migratory birds
g. Attur

Ans: 1-e,2-a,3-g,4-c,5-f

CIVICS

1. Contemporary Social Issues Of Tamil Nadu

I. Choose the correct answer

1. The Dravidian Hostel for Non Brahmin students was run by ________
   a. Pity Thiagaraya Chetty b. Dr. Ambedkar
c. Dr. Natesa Mudaliar d. Dr. T.M. Nair

2. Dr. Muthu Lakshmi abolished _______
   a. Caste system b. Mirasdari system
c. Devadasi system d. Non- Braminaial movement

3. Self Respect movement was led by
   a. K.Kamaraj b. C.N.Annadurai c. Periyar d. Dr.T.M.Nair

4. First amendment to the Fundamental rights for social reservation polices to the state was brought by ______
   a. V.V.Subramaniya Iyer b. Mahatma Gandhi
c. Dr. Muthu Lakshmi d. Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru

5. The Panchami land Act distributes lands to ________
6. The Justice Party headed the first diarchy government at ______

7. Abolition of Mirasdari System helped the ______
   a. land owners   b. government   c. people   d. landless labourers

8. In the 19th century, the Sanar Rebellion took place in the ______ districts.
   a. northern     b. southern     c. eastern     d. western

9. The journal “Harijan” was started by ______
   a. Gandhi     b. Dayanand    c. Ramakrishna    d. RajaRam

10. In Tamil Nadu Ayothidasa Pandithar suggested conversions to ______

11. In 1938, the first Congress party was led by ______

12. Article ______ protects children against child labour.
    a. 24     b. 20     c. 19     d. 28

13. In unorganized labour ______ constitute the majority.
    a. old people    b. children    c. women    d. men

14. The first state to issue ration cards to Transgender persons in India is ______
    a. Tamil Nadu    b. Kerala    c. Karnataka    d. Andhra Pradesh

15. The birth based social divisions are the basis of social ______
    a. equality     b. inequality    c. justice    d. unity

16. In Tamil Nadu, the Chathurvarna based caste system was not popular in ______
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17. Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy was the first woman ______
   a. Lawyer  b. Teacher  c. Doctor  d. Politician

18. Ayothidasa Pandithar belonged to ______
   a. Tamil Nadu  b. Maharashtra  c. Kerala  d. Karnataka

19. ‘Revolt’ was a journal published in ______

20. The first Congress Party ministry was formed in ______
   a. 1930  b. 1932  c. 1936  d. 1938

21. One of the most explicit reasons for child labour is ______

22. Plantation Labour Act was passed in the year________
   a. 1938  b. 1961  c. 1952  d. 1951

ECONOMICS

1. Equilibrium Price

I. Choose the correct answer.

1. Equilibrium price equalizes_______
   a. Demand and supply  b. Demand and income
   c. Supply and production  d. Demand and utility

2. Supply is constant in_______
   a. very short period  b. short period
3. When the price rises the demand __________
   a. decreases  b. increases  c. becomes natural  d. becomes zero

4. If the price is greater than the equilibrium price, then there is a gap between______
   a. demand and supply  b. supply and production
   c. demand and price  d. supply and price

5. Alfred Marshall explained about the role of __________ in influencing the equilibrium price.
   a. time  b. money  c. consumers  d. products